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When reading Adam Gopnik's memoir, Through the Children's Gate, my favorite 
chapter recounted Gopnik's psychoanalysis. The first reading, I laughed so hard, 
it brought tears to my eyes; repeat reading was marvelous, too. One of the great 
treats of this highly entertaining chapter is how it brings new life to the 
expression "well defended." 
 
To me, the most startling ideas in Gopnik's book came from the psychiatrist, who 
told Adam a strange-sounding secret about the great theologian Marin Buber. 
Allegedly, Buber had a secret way of overcoming stage fright when he gave 
public lectures. He would keep pornographic images with him and glimpse at 
them while giving his talks. 
 
In this article, I'm going to use an advanced technique of energetic literacy to do 
a kind of comparative research I often do for clients. In this Thrill Your Soul 
research, I first do a baseline reading of some chakra databanks of  
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importance to my client. Then I research the impact of a particular choice or 
activity.  
 
After more than a decade of this type of research, I've discovered that it is 
possible to give extremely accurate feedback about the impact of life choices. 

AN AURA-LEVEL SNAPSHOP OF MARTIN BUBER 

Here is my baseline reading of the great mystic, using the photo above. 
 
1. Third eye chakra databank: Connection to spiritual source: Out to the moon.  

 
Buber's greatness shows here. His is a huge, authentic connection. A  
questing spirit keeps him searching, making closer contact with God, and 
feeling more secure and comfortable here than in any other aspect of life. 
Martin Buber is home. 

 
2. Root chakra databank: Connection to physical reality: 6 in.  

 
Buber has lived through so much trauma, he hasn't begun to recover trust 
in life. Instead, he makes a tentative connection to life around him, 
engaging in life as best he can, he refuses to be bitter. Yet STUFF severely 
limits his day-to-day experience. 

 
3. Belly chakra databank: Libido: 90 miles. 
 

Interest in sex is enormously important for helping this great man function 
in everyday life. His is a very unusual form of interest in sex, with the 
quality of fantasy. Yet it's different from the many chakra databanks I've 
read in people with pornography addictions or sex addictions or other 
problems. Instead, this man fantasizes as someone else might become an 
armchair quarterback, watching sporting events on TV. Interest in sex 
helps to keep Martin Buber stay motivated to keep on living. 
 

4. Heart chakra databank: Emotional connection to people: 40 miles.  
 

Sweet man, bitter life! Martin Buber has accumulated emotional scars 
galore. He strives for depth relationships, motivated as beautifully you 
might expect for a man whose most famous work (I and Thou) describes 
nuances of treating people like objects versus making a sacred connection.  
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At this chakra databank, Buber's sorrow outweighs the joy of exploration, 
yet still he persists in striving. 

 
5. Throat chakra databank, Public Speaking: 5 feet. 
 

Huge intelligence, fascination with nuance, and plenty of great things to 
say… that's the great part. Mixed in, however, is loads of anxiety-producing 
STUFF. This isn't merely stage fright, horrible though that is, but a gut-
wrenching, inner-earthquake-like experience where the need to speak 
activates his vividly feeling the presence additional STUFF elsewhere in his 
aura. 

MORPHING MARTIN’S AURA 

So why would such a talented and distinguished man have kept sexy images of 
women tucked into his speech notes? Why would this be his personal 
workaround, while on the podium in front of a theologically-minded audience? 
 
With full energetic literacy, it's not difficult to explore the impact of any activity, 
noticing the impact on the original set of chakra databanks. So I did that 
research. Here is what I found: 
 
1. Third eye chakra databank: Connection to spiritual source – 5 feet. 
 

Lecturing, Martin Buber didn't need to be in an exalted state. He needed a 
functional state, just as an actor trying to move the audience to tears 
cannot be crying so hard that he loses his lines and sobs into his hankie. 
The workaround brings the spiritual connection back into human scale, 
helping the man to feel more balanced. 
 

2. Root chakra databank: Connection to physical reality – 5 feet. 
 

Again, he becomes secure again, more human, feeling balanced in his 
surroundings 

 
3. Belly chakra databank: Libido – 5 feet 
 

Not only does this chakra become more manageable. Buber's inner shift at 
chakras like this one help to explain why the Photo Workaround was so 
effective for him. Remember how before I made the distinction between  
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Martin Buber's need to fantasize versus more direct actions, like a sex 
addiction or porno addiction?  
 
Strong inner sanctions that "I won't do anything about this" were in place 
underlying that earlier pattern, Martin Buber the man with a strong need to 
fantasize.  Imagine the disgrace if any of those photos had slipped out of 
his lecture notes, shaming the famous man for the rest of his career. The 
need to restrain himself, in every way possible, forced him to slam his 
sexual circuits way down.  

 
This was like a slap in the face, administered to get a hysterical man back 
to normal, or "Boo" to stop hiccups. With this Photo Workaround, this 
particular man would slam his entire aura back into manageable 
proportions. 

 
4. Heart chakra databank: Emotional connection to people – 20 feet 
 

The Photo Workaround (including the just-mentioned slamming shut) helps 
Martin Buber focus on helping the people in the room. Again, the 
workaround happens to be brilliantly suited to this particular man. 
Compassion for his own sexual yearnings and personal pain becomes very 
lively for him, and helps him to reach out in a human way to join with 
members of his audience. 
 

5. Throat chakra databank: Public Speaking – 40 feet 
 

Buber gains the ability to connect more strongly to his human identity. Out 
of his third-eye yearnings, pushed away from his sexual fantasies, a very 
human connection to life results. And this power helps Martin Buber to 
communicate strongly, not only overcoming his fears but with an 
intensified, and very humble, way to try helping others.  

 
CONCLUSION 

 
Never judge another person's workarounds. They can be brilliant. 
 
Energetic literacy helps you explore what really works for a person, and why. 
 
 
 


